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Fascination
large
and small

Ngaire at the kindergarten is fascinated by the lonely
little beetle that kept falling off her hand.

This totem pole was purchased at the Arts Fair and
donated to the kindergarten. Certainly it is unusual in
that by turning the handle the coloured boxes rotate.
It was made by Andrew Bell who named it ‘Snakes and
Ladders’.
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Our purpose
S

omers Paper Nautilus aims to connect all the groups
and individuals of Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving them an avenue of
expression through:
• News relevant to Somers and the surrounding area as well
as items of general interest.
• Stories and examples of local creative endeavour.
• Letters.

The Paper Nautilus will not become involved in party
politics nor take sides on any issue. However, we encourage
readers to feel free to express their opinions on matters that
concern them and the Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee will have the final
decision on the paper’s content and reserves the right to
edit or omit any item on legal grounds or because of space.
Views expressed in the Nautilus are not necessarily shared
by the editorial committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and openness, catering for a
diversity of views without rancour.

Nautilus

on the Web

Don’t forget back issues
of the Nautilus are
available for viewing
at www.somers-nautilus.org.au
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I

am writing this on Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday
in November – an important date in the US calendar. In the
next few hours families and friends, who have often travelled
huge distances to share a traditional meal, will sit together
to feast on turkey, pumpkin pie and other delights we can’t
even imagine. It is the tradition at the end of the meal for each
person to express something they are thankful for.
We have experienced Thanksgiving with a kitchen full
of young friends – each preparing their dish – sharing fun
and laughter and giving thanks for what is good. Perhaps we
could take something from this American tradition.
Having survived, and mostly recovered from, two major
car crashes I have much to be thankful for and thanks to give.
Over the past year and a half, I have considered and written
five victim impact statements for court proceedings. In the
past week I read the final one aloud in the County Court.
This required a focus on loss and grief. With this episode
over I am able to concentrate fully on being thankful and it
is occupying much of my thought.
It occurs to me that being thankful and giving thanks
are not necessarily the same thing. Being thankful is not
always linked to joy or happiness; thankfulness can be the
result of pain or loss. In early Thanksgiving celebrations
the Pilgrims gave thanks for the food the native Indians had
taught them to grow and hunt following illness and death
from starvation. I now have limited use of my left arm and
even less of my shoulder, but I have a fully functioning left
hand that is very important to me. And for this I am thankful.
This is not the same as giving thanks to the surgeon and
physio who have worked hard to restore as much function
as possible. It is important they are thanked, but that is
different to being thankful.
Thanksgiving Day is based on northern hemisphere
traditions. In the US it also signals the beginning of the festive
season; Christmas decorations appear and special sales
follow Thanksgiving. Although it isn’t celebrated here, many
features of Thanksgiving resonate with how we celebrate
Christmas: the coming together of family and friends to
share a large meal with traditional foods, days of planning
and preparation and the expectation of leftovers for the
coming days. And yes, even the sales!

Perhaps we could borrow some of Thanksgiving’s
meaning and sentiment and take a moment at the end of our
next Christmas meal to express something we are thankful
for. And also, over the Christmas season, to make a special
effort to give thanks where they are due.
ʘ

Somers Path
Network update

T

he VCAT (Victorian Civil &
Administration Tribunal) hearing for
the Somers Path Network Special Charge
Scheme took place from the 24 to the 26
October 2016. On the 1 December the
Tribunal handed down its decision.
It found that the decision by the
Mornington Shire Council, in February
2016, to declare and impose a Special
Charge Scheme was invalid.
T h r e e g r oup s , c ol le c t i ve l y
representing 325 out of 1245 owners
in or near Somers, challenged the
Council’s proposed Scheme at VCAT.
The Tribunal handed down detailed
findings, explaining its decision. In
summary, it found that Council did not
comply with the Local Government
Act because the public notice of the
intention to declare the Special Charge
Scheme did not contain an outline of the
essential features or characteristics of
the proposed declaration.
The public notice issued by Council
contained only a limited description of

works, and did not outline: the reason
for the special charge; why the proposed
works would be of benefit; the scope
of works and associated works; the
estimated total cost of works; Council’s
contribution; the amount to be recovered
by the charge; the manner in which the
charge would be assessed and levied;
the differential apportionment; and
the period for which the charge scheme
would remain in force.
For this and related reasons, the
Tribunal found the public notice to
be deficient. It then needed to decide
whether the deficiency was significant
enough for the Tribunal to declare the
Scheme invalid. After consideration, the
Tribunal found that it was a significant
deficiency, due to the fact that having
the required outline was essential to
the public consultation process.
For Somers, this means that the
Special Charge Scheme is no longer
in play; the Somers concrete footpath
network cannot be constructed as
originally proposed.
Council has not yet responded to the
findings of the Tribunal.		
ʘ

A caring local resident.

Somers Yacht
Club Lift Project
update
Libby Moore

I

n the August Nautilus we informed
readers that the Somers Yacht Club
Committee has taken the initiative to
work towards installing a lift at the Yacht
Club. The lift will be used to improved
access and assist in carrying heavy items
up to the second floor of the clubhouse.
An accessible toilet is also part of the
plan. We hope that this will make the
Yacht Club accessible by all in the
community.
We began fundraising in July and
have already received pledges of over
$30,000 from members of the Yacht
Club and the wider Somers Community,
to help fund the project. While plans
are still in their infancy the club is
committed to the Project. Once detailed
plans have been produced and submitted
for approval, other sources of funding
can be sought. Details of the plan and
updates can be viewed on the Somers
Yacht Club website. Enquiries may be
directed to Peter Houghton 0408373481
or Libby Moore 0413860371.
ʘ

Local
democracy
David Gill

I

t is pleasing to see local democracy is
alive and kicking in Somers where a
community went up against town hall
and made a difference.
I have concerns about other aspects
of our local democracy especially about
the role of councillors in being allowed
to represent their community. Recently,
important councillor Notices of Motion
have not been allowed on the Council
meeting agenda. The implications
of this for democratically elected
councillors are very disturbing.
ʘ
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1 Balnarring Scouts
st

Ian Jones

D

uring November the scout section completed a 20km canoe
hike on the Yarra River. You live out of barrels which you
carry in the canoes, and they contain your tent, clothes, sleeping
bag and food. This overnight journey is, in part, preparation
for larger hikes to come.
What a fun way to embrace the skills you have been
taught. Skills that allow you to control your canoe under
many different circumstances, be it to manoeuvre in fast
moving water, enjoy the thrill of those rapids, or avoid those
obstacles in the water. The fun you have rescuing others
when a little misfortune happens such as a canoe capsizing.
The many skills you have been taught include preparing
your own menu, cooking on small portable cookers, washing
up after yourself, packing your barrel, and making all the
pieces fit back into that round plastic barrel. Rafting back,
you are just plain mucking about, splashing water over your
fellow canoeists, who are extremely happy to splash you
back. You get to do this and you are only eleven years old. ʘ

christmas
carols
Lindsay pullen
i was very young when i first heard
the christmas carol have yourself
a merry little christmas. it was in
the days when the salvation army
band came around the streets
playing christmas carols. even
today i would say they were very
accomplished musicians.
all the children were enchanted
with their music. they’d march
casually into the street
and we’d all be there to meet them
and march along. the rule was that
when they got to
the end of the street they came
back. our street was a cul-de-sac.
i would leave the group at our
place. my mother knew most of the
people in the band and i used to
think that they stopped outside our

Are you interested
in local history?
Then the Balnarring
and District Historical
Society can offer you
the opportunity to be
involved in historical
research and the updating
of records for Somers as
well as Balnarring, Bittern
and Merricks.
For further details contact the
Secretary, Anna Buchhorn on
5983 5537
or the Information Officer,
Ilma Hackett on 5983 5326
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place because they knew mum. i
later found out it was because they
counted their stops to be fair to all.

i always remember the night they
stopped played a few carols and got
organised to move on. they turned
to the right, waited for the order to
march and just as the leader was
about to give it mum said, ‘bob?’
‘yes em?’ asked the band leader
politely.
‘you couldn’t play white christmas
for us could you bob?’
didn’t bother the band one bit.
they faced mum and began. it was
spellbinding, all
those years ago and i can still hear
their soft tones as they played, one
of those moments
that stays locked in your memory
for life. they finished and turned to
the left ready to
move on.
‘happy with that em?’ asked bob.
‘beautiful, thanks bob.’
the band marched off to the next
street and most went back indoors.
i sat on the nature strip chatting
with some friends. when they left
i could still the hear the band way
off playing carols. i was about
to go inside when they began to
play a tune i had never heard. i sat
and listened until it finished then
waited to hear it again but didn’t.

many years later the song came
back to me and it was have yourself
a merry little christmas. this time i
wasn’t going to let it go. i found out
it was written by martin and blane
around 1944, and first introduced
when sung by judy garland in a
musical.

years later again i heard an
interview with a wwii usa soldier
who was convinced that it was
written for the troops overseas.
listen to the lyrics and it would be
hard not to believe him. it remains
a favourite today with me, but i’ll
never forget those balmy warm
summer evenings before christmas
when the salvos came round to play
carols.			
ʘ

Message from
newly elected
Red Hill ward
Councillor, 		
David Gill

T

hank you to the other candidates in
the Red Hill Ward Council election
for the way in which you conducted your
campaigns.
Putting your hand up and being open
to scrutiny and questioning takes selfbelief and a willingness to work on behalf
of your community; all council candidates
should be congratulated for their efforts.
Thank you to those who supported
me. I will do my best to ensure community
values and expectations are met by
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.
I will represent community views and
try to ensure good governance through
accountability and transparency.
Please phone me on 0435 260 384
to discuss or bring local issues to my
attention.
The reason I stood for Council was
to try to protect our Coastal Village
character, our beaches and the open
spaces of our hinterland, all of which
make up the essence of living on the
Peninsula.
I would like your assistance, as
your newly elected Red Hill ward
councillor, to help protect the Peninsula
from insensitive development while
promoting sound planning principles
and worthwhile developments.
I appreciate your trust.
Have a happy and healthy festive
season.				
ʘ

Pleased to see ‘my backyard’ koala
has finally turned up again.

.
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Somers Tennis Club
The following is an excerpt from a report delivered by club
president Graeme Wilson in the club rooms on Sunday 27
November 2016.
Projects
The current project, which was in the planning stage this
time last year, is to extend and resurface court three in
rebound ace HSA, and to build court four. Although we were
told that our project would receive council support we did
not make the final three projects that were put forward
to the Department of Sport and Recreation Victoria.
Considering the changes that have come into effect since
then regarding the value of Minor Projects, now up to $1
million from $200,000, it will make it very difficult for our
project to gain approval. We have again become registered
with the Australian Sports Foundation and will seek tax
deductible donations as we did some years ago when we
built court three. Our estimated project cost is now about
$230,000. The committee can now consider dividing the
project into two parts and we are having the various parts
requoted.

High Tech Dentistry with Good Old Fashioned Care

Ph: 5983 5348

Dental Trauma Fridge Cheat Sheet:
Broken Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Find broken fragment and place in milk/saliva
3. Contact dentist
Loose Tooth
1. Apply pressure on any bleeding
2. Gently push tooth back into position
3. Check no interference on biting
4. Contact dentist
Tooth Completely Knocked Out
1. Pick tooth up by crown only
2. Suck on tooth to remove dirt
3. Put tooth root (pointy part) back into socket
4. Contact dentist
OR
1. Put tooth into milk/saliva
2. Contact dentist (as soon as possible)

.
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Senior competitions
The Thursday and Friday ladies teams this season are both
in the finals. The Friday team won the premiership in the
Winter season of 2015.
This season we have three teams in the open singles
sections 2,3 and 7, as well as a section 3 mixed team.
Our night mixed A-grade team were runners-up last
season, and will be in the finals again this season. The
B-grade mixed team did not make it to the finals but enjoyed
a better season finishing higher up the ladder.

Junior Development Program
This is a program to prepare boys and girls to play
competition tennis. As most of these children are being
coached we concentrate on rules, scoring, courtcraft, good
sportsmanship and behavior. The first four weeks is about
doubles play and the second four weeks about singles. We
have had very positive feedback from parents and the kids.
There is no cost to participate in the program.
Tennis Victoria Future Leaders Program
This is a program for Year 10 and 11 students run by
Tennis Victoria. It involves a three-day live-in camp. The
committee nominated Andrew Wilson, who was accepted
into the program. Andrew was invited to make a report
to the committee about his experience at the camp. As
part of the program Andrew will undertake forty hours of
volunteer work at the club. So far Andrew, in partnership
with Jacob Gniel from the Balnarring Club, has run a very
successful junior clinic involving some thirty children. The
committee plans to nominate suitable juniors next year. ʘ

SRA President’s
report for 2016
Dennis Aylward

W

ell this year has certainly flown. With
a reduced number of committee
members we started the year with the
Annual Open Day, which once again was
well attended by the Somers community
who were given information from local
emergency service personnel, sporting
clubs, volunteer environment groups,
Shire executive officers and Telstra. The
next Open Day will be on Saturday 14
January, 2017.
In February, Mornington Peninsula
Shire Council unanimously approved the
Declaration of a Special Charge Scheme
for the Somers Path Network, after
hearing from speakers for and against the
project. However, a number of residents
subsequently lodged applications to the
Victorian Civil Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT} to review the Shire’s decision.
The final hearing of this application at
VCAT has been concluded and the result
will be announced by the chairman in
mid-December. Executive members of
the committee attended the hearings
to observe and were impressed by the
submissions by the Shire regarding the
overall project.
Following concerns expressed to the
SRA Committee regarding the behaviour
of some tenants at the Somers Holiday
Park and the overall management of
the park, inquiries were made with the
police, local government and our local
Member of Parliament regarding current
regulations to caravan and residential
parks. It would appear that the concerns
expressed by our community are relevant
to a number of these parks throughout
the State and an inquiry is presently
proceeding with the Legal and Social
Issues Committee of the Parliament
of Victoria. The SRA has forwarded a
submission to this inquiry, which will
be concluded in March, 2017.
In the meantime, investigations by
the local police have eased some of the
concerns expressed by Somers residents.
Our communications with MPSC also
assisted in the construction of a fence
between the park and the primary school,
which should have been completed

several years ago as a condition of the
park being granted permission to erect
a number of additional cabins within the
holiday park.
We have been communicating over
the past 12 months with the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) in regard to the
future management of the foreshores of
Westernport Bay. It would appear now
that plans are in place for community
foreshore committees to be established
with an overall Westernport Committee
of Management to oversee their activities.
DELWP is currently asking for volunteers
to fill positions on the Somers Foreshore
Committee.
The SR A Committee has also
expressed its concerns to the DELWP
regarding the danger of injury to people
or dogs, with exposed wire protruding
through the sand following severe
wave damage to beach erosion cages,
particularly east of the “hundred steps”
of the South Beach Area.
The behaviour of some dog owners
flouting the regulations particularly
during the summer period has also
been discussed with the appropriate
authorities.
Following representations to our
Federal Ministers in regard to the NBN,
Somers was included in the Red Hill
rollout and the NBN will be available
early in 2017. As well we negotiated
with Telstra which ultimately brought
forward the 4Gx mobile phone/data
network installation to Somers. However
we are still working on the black spot
problem.		
Due to the concerns of many in our
community in regard to the obvious
increase in the rabbit population in and
around Somers we have been selected as
a site in the Merricks Coolart Catchment
Landcare Group, K5 Release Strategy to be
implemented March 2017. The objective
is to reduce the rabbit population to an
acceptable level, while maintaining a safe
and environmentally friendly process
while communicating to all involved
stakeholders. Alan Costello, the coordinator of the strategy, will provide
further information at the AGM		
The SRA forwarded a submission to the
Victorian Electoral Commission in regard
to the internal ward boundaries of the
MPSC. The Red Hill Ward comprises close
to 50 per cent of the area in the Shire and

the SRA does not believe it is feasible for
one councillor alone to adequately cover
such a large area.
Two of our committee members are
resigning at this AGM - Simon McCall and
David Lorimer. Simon McCall has served
seven years on the committee, providing
expert knowledge in the production of
two surveys, in 2011 and 2013 on the
issue of the Somers Pathway Project. We
express our sincere thanks to Simon for
his valued advice and assistance.
David Lorimer, our youngest
committee member and Lord Somers
Camp Manager, has provided us with
some refreshing views during his
12-month term. David is off sailing the
high seas for six months in 2017 and we
wish him a safe voyage and thank him
for his contribution to the SRA.
I would like to thank the SRA
membership for their trust in allowing
me to be President for the past 12 months
and I sincerely thank all committee
members for their support. They have
been a great team, with special thanks
to Vice President Tim Rintoul, for his
legal advice in regard of amendments
to the Rules of our Association. Secretary
John Copeland for his tireless dedication
and Tony Duboudin for his expertise in
ensuring our Bulletin was edited and
published on time. One other long serving
Committee member, who deserves
special thanks not only from the SRA
but the Somers Community, is Denise
Kempster who maintains not only our
membership records and website but
also Neighbourhood Watch here in
Somers. Denise recently organised a very
successful public meeting attended by
about 200 residents, who were provided
with information by our local police
regarding security and safety here in
our village.
On the close of nominations for
positions on the SRA committee, on
28th of October, 2016, there were nine
candidates for ten vacancies. Therefore,
I declare the members of the Somers
Residents Association Committee for
2016-17 year as follows:
President and Treasurer, Gerald Lewis.
Vice President, Jenny Cole,		
Secretary, John Copeland.
General Committee: Dennis Aylward,
Tim Rintoul, Denise Kempster, Tony
Duboudin, Morag Seward and Julie
Ebbott.
ʘ
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Somers community turns out
in force to meet police
Denise Kempster, NHW coordinator

In response to concerns from Somers residents about a significant increase in local
crime, Somers Neighbourhood Watch Coordinator, Denise Kempster approached
the Hastings Police and asked if they would participate in a community meeting.

A

pproximately 170 residents attended to hear from Local Area
Commander & Acting Inspector, Brett
Coloe, and Acting Senior Sergeant, Mel
Rogers, from Hastings Police. Also in
attendance were Mr Russell Joseph,
Electorate Office Manager for the Hon
Martin Dixon MP, (State Member for
Nepean) and Mr David Ingham, principal of Somers Primary School.
Acting Inspector Coloe expressed
his amazement at such a large
attendance and acknowledged and
thanked residents for their assistance
in providing valuable intelligence

about unusual sightings in the village.
A large proportion of the meeting
was allocated to questions from the
floor, which were many and varied.

Key points from the meeting:
• Most thefts are opportunistic
and residents were encouraged to
always lock before leaving.
• Ask a neighbour to collect (& put
out) your rubbish bin if you are not
present. Many homes targeted were
holiday homes and bins are collected
midweek. When a bin is left on the

nature strip for several days a
potential thief has only to drive around
the village and observe.
• Should you suspect an intruder on
your premises turn on all outside lights
and call 000 immediately.
• Do not try to tackle the intruder
yourself.

In concluding the meeting Denise
t hanked t he police for t heir
willingness to assist the community
and said she was delighted with the
community response: ‘A real example
of Neighbourhood Watch at work’.
Residents were encouraged to
show their support by attending
NHW meetings from time to time, and
advised that a representative from
Hasting Police always attends.
Meetings are held every third
month at the CFA meeting room,
usually on the fourth Tuesday in
February, May, August and November.
Lock
• Ensure property is secure at all
times including doors and windows;
consider installing sensor lights,
security alarms or keep a dog.

Liaise
• Advise oplice of anything unusual
and phone 000.

Post script:
All offenders have since been arrested
and charged with multiple offences. ʘ
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Rod Nuske

Mehmed
(Max) Soyman
22/9/1916 ~ 24/10/2016

Residents were encouraged to:

Look
• Observe what is happening around
their property and the neighbourhood.
Record anything unusual.

Local Area Commander and Acting Inspector Brett Coloe who addressed the
meeting and answered questions from members of the anxious audience. Denise
Kempster is hoping that future meetings of the Neighbourhood Watch will see an
improvement in the number of residents that attend the usual monthly meetings
and that this large audience will not be just a once only event.

Obituaries

Garden desiGn,
consultation
& rejuvenation
Libby 0413 807 947

F

or Max, the road to Somers was a long
and convoluted one, starting all those
years ago in Bar, Montenegro. At the age
of two he suffered the loss of his father
in the world-wide influenza epidemic in
1918. Growing up with the support of
his grandparents, Max attended primary
and secondary schools in Bar. A nine
months compulsory military service
followed and at the end of this he opened
a haberdashery shop.
T hen in 1939 It aly invaded
Montenegro and although unpleasant,
life was tolerable. When they were
replaced by the German army, life was
then not so tolerable. Max joined up with
the partisan fighters in the mountains.
He was unwilling to recall those times
but did speak of post-war times when he
became quite ill and was hospitalised for
three months in Zagreb.
Upon recovery he found work as
a production manager at a sheltered
workshop for eight years until he
attended a conference in Italy and
decided that he should seek a more stable
country to live in.
Contact with a friend in Istanbul
provided him with his next occupation

as a time keeper with Vacuum Oil in
Istanbul. Here he met and married
Bony who had come from Zagreb. They
decided to migrate to the USA, but the
waiting time could be up to ten years!
The next best bet was of course …
Australia!
In 1956 they landed in Darwin on
his birthday, and for Max it was an
amazing occasion as laid out before
them were sandwiches and cakes, as
if to welcome them and celebrate his
birthday. Unknown to the couple was
the fact that the Olympic Games were on
in Melbourne and this was the welcome
for all visitors. But for Max this was a
wonderful country and here he would
stay and never want to leave.
A short stay in Sydney was followed
by a move to Northcote in Melbourne
followed by a four-year stay in Fitzroy
- where he worked in a stationery
manufacturing firm.
Then there were several years with
the railways before finally working 25
years as a quality controller at GMH,
during which period their son Alan was
born and the family moved to Doncaster.
After a separation from Bony in
1982, Max came to stay with a friend in
Coolart Road and visited Somers and felt
he would love to live there. On enquiring
he was shown a block that had been put
aside in 1925 for a bowling green for the
Palm Beach Estate, but was eventually
transferred to the council who put it up
for sale.
So in 1983 he had his home built and
moved in to create his own little paradise
with a garden that included fruit trees
and an extensive vegetable garden.
Over the years Max added additions
to the house useing of his trusty Triton
saw-bench. Living in Somers has been
a happy time in his life, for he was able
to attend the opera in Melbourne, swim
on the nearby beach, listen to classical
music and take a keen interest in current
affairs. Old age finally caught up with
Max with the loss of his driving licence
when in his 90s. This meant that he could
no longer indulge in his weekly trip to
Hastings for a ‘senior’s special’. Another
blot on the landscape was the unwanted
attention by possums, blackbirds and
parrots who appreciated the welcome
addition to their diet from his fruit
trees and vegetable garden, despite the
netting.

Max continued to live by himself at
home despite being well advanced in age,
but with the almost daily help provided
by close friends Tony and Maria Vrzina,
weekly visits from son Alan and Shire
assistance, he was content and continued
to say that ‘This is still the best country
in the world’.
Max celebrated his 100th birthday
with friends when he was given cards
and letters from the Queen and the
Governor General. Max passed away
several weeks later.
Max, as I knew him, was always
the intelligent gentleman, impeccably
dressed and with perfect manners. We
shall miss you Max. 		
ʘ

The
remarkable
John Siddons
T

o men of a certain age, the name,
‘Sidchrome’ meant a set of spanners
that were made in Australia and were of
a high quality. The advertising jingle at
the time went- “You canna hand a man
a granda spanner”.
In the Age dated September 29, 2016,
there was an obituary for John written
by his son Tony. Back in the 1970s and
1980s the Siddons family were members
of the Somers Yacht Club.
Tony described his father as arguably
Australia’s lone and true champion of
local manufacturing. His life’s mission
was to develop and produce innovative,
quality Australian products and to
introduce progressive work practice
to industry.
He produced a paradigm shift from
the Henry Ford production-line system
to a workplace system of interconnected
‘self-managed teams’ or cells. This
approach promoted far higher individual
team engagement which produced
significant productivity and flexibility
improvements. This was during the time
of industry-wide strike action and union
militancy.
He believed that the country could>

.
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Memories of
Bruce Bailey
B

not rely only on primary industry and
the services sector if Australia was
to safeguard its sovereignty from
unwanted foreign-power influence
and control. He believed that we must
preserve a competitive valued-added
innovation and manufacturing sector.
(What has now occurred in Australia
must have saddened him in recent
years).
To progress his ideas he realised
that he would need political support,
so he approached Don Chipp and became
the prime mover behind a new political
force, the Australian Democrats. He later
said that, ‘I had delusions of trying to
save manufacturing in this country
and getting a better government’. John
stood for and was elected to the Senate
in 1981. He presented his ‘Industrial
Democracy Private Members Bill’ in the
Senate but it lacked support in the Lower
House. The Democrats held the balance
of power during the two terms that he
was in Parliament but failed to bring
about any change in the attitude of the
two main parties.
During this time he championed the
development of Australia’s first solar
hot water units. Under his leadership
the company had grown to become
a substantial diversified industrial
group that during the 1980s recession
provided their shareholders with strong
dividends and share price growth.
Australian manufacturing was his
driving passion and he kept his money
and energies in his manufacturing
10

.

operations long after many of his
business contemporaries had sold out
or closed down their factories. A US
company gained control of the business
Siddons Ramset Ltd in 1999. Sidchrome
had already been bought by Stanley
Black and Decker during the recession.
The solar hot water company was a
separate entity, ‘Quantum Energy’ and
John concentrated his energies there,
but a series of heart attacks forced him
to sell the business. In 2003 at the age
of 76 he helped to develop a new and
highly energy efficient solar hot water
condensing system and achieved Triple
A patents in many parts of the world to
secure the technology. His boys, Chris,
Tony, Jon and Michael formed ‘Siddons
Solar Stream’ and ‘Siddons Greenpower’
which together have widespread
industrial, commercial and agribusiness
applications
During 2000 to 2008 John authored
or co-wrote four books. His legacy
has been his 65 years’ service to
promoting Australian innovation
and manufacturing efficiency and to
safeguard Australian sovereignty.
I personally shall miss seeing him
shopping at Ritchies Balnarring where
he came from his home in Shoreham,
seemingly only just a few months ago. He
was truly a great Australian who worked
so hard at trying to make Australia stand
on its own two feet.
Sourced mainly from the eulogy
written by his son Tony.
ʘ

ruce Bailey passed away in
September, 2016. Although he kept
a quiet profile, he was a much respected
figure in Somers and is remembered for
his many fine qualities.
Bruce attended Wesley College
where he was a student of aboveaverage ability and an equally good
athlete. On completion of his medical
studies at Melbourne University, he
joined the Australian Army and was
appointed as a doctor to the occupying
forces in Japan, holding the rank of
captain. There he met his future wife,
nurse Claire Downie. On returning
to Australia they married and then
journeyed to Europe on a working
holiday.
Back in Australia in 1953 they chose
to live in Somers, as Bruce had joined
the Hastings medical practice run by Dr
John Williams. Between them, John and
Bruce covered the area between Tyabb
and Flinders and seemed to be available
day or night, which seems so different
from medicos nowadays.
Bruce was a compassionate and
skilled diagnostician who was always
welcome on his house calls. When I
had mumps and required treatment
at home, I can still recall his arrival
as he bounded through the front door
calling, ‘Well where is he, where is he?’
On another occasion at the clinic he was
demonstrating the art of relaxation for
my wife, Pauline. They sat on chairs
facing each other as Bruce provided
his fail-safe technique. He fell asleep
but Pauline did not!
If there was one chink in his armour,
it was the inability – most times – to
provide a painless injection! Perhaps
this was due to the time he spent as an
army doctor. At one local fundraising
event, a female patient pinched his
backside saying, ‘Now you know what
it feels like!’ Bruce of course burst out
in peals of laughter!
As if being in general practice wasn’t
enough, he also became the Shire Health
Officer, which led to a lifelong distrust of
takeaway food. He joined the Hastings
Sewerage Committee, and then worked

at something he really enjoyed – being
a Port Quarantine Officer. This involved
climbing up and down rope ladders –
even on stormy nights – on vessels at
the entrance to Westernport, a task
that most of us would quail at.
He somehow found time for hobbies,
such as raising turkeys, pheasants and
alpacas, growing advanced trees and
even achieving an acceptable standard
of woodworking. Golf became a long-

term interest and he was a member
of the Peninsula Golf Club for over 60
years. With others, he produced a three
volume botanical study of the native
vegetation on the course.
Bruce embarked on trips into
central Australia to study Aboriginal
rock art. He became a keen twitcher,
even having a bird hide installed at
his farm. Fishing was certainly on the
agenda and to this end he travelled

For the love of C
Sailing…….

ome and discover why Somers Yacht
Club is the heart of Somers community. For many members the attraction
is more than just sailing. Many great
friendships have been made during one
of the regular Friday night dinners, a
social event or BBQ. The sailing/social
program is full and new faces are always
welcome!
Somers Yacht Club members would like
to invite you to:
Discover Sailing Day
Tuesday 3rd January, 2017
10 am - 12 noon
Beach Volleyball
Sausage sizzle
Tours of the clubhouse

Come and try sailing or just enjoy the
view from the balcony. Visitors are
welcome to stay and watch the racing
in the afternoon.

to the Snowy Mountains, Darwin and
Kakadu. Throughout his life snooker
was a passion.
A man of much energy, patience
and resilience – he also possessed a
good sense of humour. Bruce was a
doctor who served the Westernport
community so well for over 50 years by
providing dedicated medical support.
For me, he never stopped being a very
special warm individual.
ʘ
The club is a volunteer-based
organisation and, as a member, there
are many activities you could become
involved in such as helping on the patrol
boats, behind the bar or assisting in the
race control tower.
Membership enquiries to Richard
Fahkry: rtfakhry@ozemail.com
If you would like to hire the Yacht
Club for a special event, the facilities are
ideal for up to 120 people and catering
is available. Your guests will love the
view!
Hire enquiries to Dennis Paskins:
verdenp@bigpond.com
or Maz O’Connor: maz.oconnor@
intimo.com.au

Find out more on the
S o m e r s Ya c h t C l u b w e b s i t e :
somersyachtclub.yachting.org.au
Or contact Lisa Tuck, Social Coordinator:
Lisatuck1@bigpond.com
ʘ
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What’s new at Coolart?
Julie Ebbot
for Friends of Coolart Committee

T

he Friends of Coolart Committee has
been busy on several fronts: not only
to progress the ongoing support of Parks
Victoria in their management of Coolart
Wetlands and Homestead, but also in
looking to the future and tackling the
‘bigger picture’ of securing Coolart as
a much loved and valued venue in the
community.
Our secretary, Christine Wright, is
studiously compiling data for a potential
application for national heritage listing,
which would help promote Coolart and
the wider Peninsula and, ultimately,
facilitate grant funding into the future,
by leveraging this. A subcommittee
has recently been formed to secure
the conservation, restoration and
development of the old stables at Coolart,
which are in a fragile state. Our vision
is to create a multipurpose facility that
could be used for a range of activities.
The Friends and the new subcommittee
have received incredible support and
advice from both Martin Dixon and his
advisor, Russell Joseph, and our federal
representative Greg Hunt. We will keep
you informed of progress on both fronts
as they evolve.

.
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Obviously funding is an ongoing
challenge and the Friends is always
considering fundraising opportunities.
One such venture has been our Friends
of Coolart Shop, located in the Barracks
next to the homestead, which has been
operating successfully for many
years. Maria Chemis, a long-time
FOC committee member and shop
coordinator, recently resigned from
the committee; this has provided an
opportunity to maximise the solid
foundations she created over so
many years, reorganise our shop and
reposition it not only to take advantage
of tourists to Coolart, but also create a
‘destination shop’ for those in Somers
and beyond. The shop will now focus
on local arts and crafts, with shop
space available for local artists and
craftspeople to sell their wares. We
also aim to attract vintage shoppers
in the area by concentrating on styling
pieces and unique gifts. We are nearly
ready to launch the revamped shop
and we’re seeking donations of vintage
goods appealing to anyone who has
granny’s crockery or suitcases taking
up space in cupboards. Contact Julie

Ebbott on 0431 919 495 for more
information and donations.
The Friends Committee is also
reaching out to other Friends groups
to gain insight on matters concerning
volunteering, fundraising, events and
tax deductions, to name but a few topics.
To this end we will travel to Churchill
Island to meet with its Friends group
– with a reciprocal visit planned for
early 2017. We hope to use this factfinding mission to enrich our future
plans and strengthen the potential that
Coolart offers as a place to visit and
enjoy for the Somers community and
the broader community – the potential
is very exciting.

Coolart events
Over Christmas and New Year there
are many events coming to Coolart
that we encourage everyone to take
advantage of, including the annual
Shakespeare production on the 7 and
8 January, featuring Macbeth. Also
commencing this month, local textile
artist Tim Growcott takes up an artistin-residence position sponsored by Oak
Hill Gallery in Mornington. Tim’s studio,
located in The Barracks, will be open to
the public while he is onsite, plus he will
be running workshops for adults and
children that will include watercolour
painting and photography.
The annual art exhibition, run by
Without Pier Gallery, will take place
in the homestead over January, and
Stringybark Cinema will hold their first
outdoor cinema at Coolart on January
28. Details of all events, together with
booking details, are available on our
Facebook page: Friends of Coolart. And,
of course there will be Junior Rangers
activities, the free barbecues and the
Friends Shop will be open weekends
and week days as advertised. In short,
if you haven’t visited Coolart for a
while, January may be the month to
be reintroduced!
Finally, if you are interested in
becoming a Friend contact our secretary,
Christine Wright: focoolartsecretary@
gmail.com or to join the committee,
contact our president, Roger StuartAndrews: hanoger@netspace.net.
au. For donations and shop enquiries
contact Julie Ebbott: julieebbott@
gmail.com			
ʘ
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A useful facility

More changes in
Somers
Tasman Road in 1935

Sealing the roadway after months of preparation.

Tasman Road, November 2016. The growth of trees and
hedges completely blocks the view to Balnarring.

A welcome sight as a Telstra technician works on improving
our phone connections in Camphill Road.

.
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The new school room’s arrival to help with the now over 300
children at Somers primary School

F

ormer parliamentarian Bob Chynoweth has opened schools,
hospitals, libraries, roads, football clubs and bowling seasons. He has even been present when the ultimate of ‘openers’,
Queen Elizabeth II, opened Parliament House, but this is the
first time that he has been invited to unofficially open our new
Somers toilet facility.
Bob said that, ‘In the past I have opened, or been at the
opening of some useless things, but surely this is a truly
useful facility for those wishing to spend a penny. Wait, I
should change that to a dollar! Really after devaluation,
inflation, overseas election results, low interest, share market
fluctuations and whatever else, maybe it is much more than
a dollar’. Interested onlookers at the opening were intrigued
visitors, Steven and Janet.
Perhaps an accolade should be given to the Council who
took upon themselves (with our money) to build the toilet
when the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning was not able or willing to fund its erection.
ʘ

Yes NBN is here, but when will we be connected?

.
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Entry guidelines
Submissions will be judged on originality, creativity and theme, and must meet entry guidelines.
Please ensure your submission/s meets the following conditions:

Short story writing competition
Somers Paper Nautilus invites you to enter a short story writing competition.
Write a fiction or non-fiction story on the theme ... Summertime and Ocean
Entry is open to all. Submit your story in one of the following categories:

Competition conditions
•

Judges decisions are final.

Open Non-fiction:
Non-fiction story, 500 word limit
		Prize $150

•

Nautilus retains the right to publish any/all entries in the Somers Paper Nautilus

•

Fiction & non-fiction categories open to all except Nautilus staff and sponsors

Children*		
Under 8 years, fiction or non-fiction story, 300 word limit
		1st prize $30 book voucher, 2nd prize $15 book voucher

•

Authors aged under 18 years to enter the appropriate category per age group

•

Maximum of two submissions per author

Middle years:		
8 to 12 years, fiction or non-fiction story, 300 word limit
		1st prize $30 book voucher, 2nd prize $15 book voucher

•

Winners agree to their name being published in Somers Paper Nautilus

Teens:			
13 to 18 years, fiction or non-fiction story, 300 word limit
		1st prize $30 book voucher, 2nd prize $15 book voucher

Sponsors and judges

Submit your entry/s to: contact@somers-nautilus.org.au
or mail to:		

Somers Paper Nautilus

			

PO Box 338, Somers VIC 3927

Winners announced on Monday 10 April 2017

Judges:

.

Separate cover sheet with title, author name, category, phone number, email, postcode
Legible, hand-written stories are acceptable only for Children under 8 years category*
Send work as a Word.doc file or as printed hard copy for all other categories
Do not include your name on the Word file – to assist in anonymous reading
Title and page number on each page, typed, Times New Roman font, double spaced
Word count must be included
Works must be original, unpublished and must not have been submitted elsewhere
Entries must be received by 11.59pm on Tuesday 28 February 2017
Only entries that meet all criteria will be considered

Open Fiction: 		
Fiction story, 500 word limit
		Prize $150

Entries close on Tuesday 28 February 2017

16

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are grateful for the generous support provided by Bendigo Community Bank as major
sponsor for the open categories; and by Farrell’s Bookshop, Petersen’s Bookshop and Somers
General Store as sponsors in the children’s categories. Western Port News has generously
provided advertising for the competition.
Our judges Maryanne Ballantyne, Gary Disher, Heather Goddard, Cameron McCullough and
Wendy Orr are sharing their wisdom, expertise and time as they take part in judging. For this
we thank them!

Have a creative summer – start writing now!

We are delighted to welcome authors, Gary Disher and Wendy Orr, publisher
along with educator Heather Goddard, and publishers Maryann Ballantyne and
Cameron McCullough to our judging panel. Each will judge a category.

.
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Somers 			
Arts Fair
For some years now Ron Roach has been creating totem
poles that include input by school children. His own children
attended Somers Primary School, but each year Ron dreams
up something clever and new. Together with teacher Sarah
Pilgrim they managed to have 50 children from years 3 and
4 assist in the final production of this pole. Ron created the
wooden books, which were then painted by the children,
who were asked to write one word on each book to show
how reading has enhanced their lives. Ron, who incidentally
is a retired teacher, then painted that word, each book has
a hole drilled in it, and with the children’s help they were
threaded onto a central metal shaft. Each book at a carefully
considered angle to the one underneath. The name of this
art work is, ‘The Tree of Knowledge’. When auctioned, it went
for over $600, and was purchased by the school parents, who
donated it to the school to be enjoyed by future generations
of school children

Rusting metal sculptures are quite the ‘in’ thing nowadays.
Mark and Alex are considering this attractive piece.

I don’t think that Tanner realised that having a tattoo would
be so difficult even with an expert like Julie Berkee providing
a make-believe one.

‘Oh, come on mum, give in, just this once’. Actually mum
Vicky did give in, so a very happy Francesca and Melita left
the Fair very fortunate children.
Not a bad effort by the 1st Balnarring Scouts to erect this
simple but safe bridge. Group Leader Kareen Manhood is
there to ensure that everything is safe.

.
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Some of the very popular totem
poles.

This was an interesting stall at the Fair, where Amber Jones of Somers and Georgie
Debenham from Merricks raising funds for their toothbrush project for the children
of the Kingdom of Cambodia. The pair, when attending the Chumkriel Language
School in Cambodia, were saddened to see the rotten teeth of the children attending
the school. They discovered that the average daily wage in Cambodia was about the
cost of a toothbrush in Australia. Back home, the girls raised $1500 which covered
three years’ worth of toothbrushes and toothpaste for the students. They hope to
raise sufficient funds to support the dental health of at least 800 students. Also in the
photo assisting the teenagers are Stan and Tom.
19
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Tales from Battambang
Karina Smith

In September 2016, Karina Smith travelled to Cambodia as part of an RMIT study
project, Battambang Stories. While there, she interviewed locals about their lives
now and under the Khmer Rouge

T

ears streamed down Bouth La’s
face as he told me how the Khmer
Rouge murdered his father. La was only
seventeen, his mother had died years
previously and he, an only child, was
orphaned – left traumatised and alone
in a brutal labour camp. What La learnt
that day in 1975 still haunts him now,
as a 58-year-old man.
‘I tried to kill myself many times,
after that day. I was so sad, so frightened.
I jumped off a building but still I lived.
Why did I live and my father die?’
Bouth La, a promising student at
a Phnom Penh high school, had his
heart set on studying medicine. La was

dedicated to his father after his mother
died of cancer in 1973. ‘She was actually
my second mother. My first mother died
when I was one year old. But my second
mother, she loved me you know. And I
loved her also. When she married my
father there were no children, I was her
children.’
La and I pause to take a sip of iced
sweet coffee, while he wipes his eyes
and nods, remembering.
Phnom Penh under Khmer Rouge
The Khmer Rouge stormed Phnom Penh
on April 17, 1975, torturing and killing
thousands and moving the rest of the

population to the countryside to become
farming slaves. La and his father,
educated and thus despised by Pol Pot,
managed to avoid immediate execution
by changing their names. La smiled as
he explained that if he ever hears the
name, Sok Kor, called out on the street
he knows it is an old friend from the
past, when he was a happy teenager
in Phnom Penh. ‘I am two people now,
the before person, Sok Kor, and the after
person, Bouth La.’
Father and son, along with thousands
of others, were forced from their homes.
‘When soldiers come, my father and I
stick together and we are forced to walk
many, many miles.’ A punishing march
began, all the way to Pursat Province,
150 kilometres west of Phnom Penh –
many died along the way, mostly the
elderly, children and the sick. Pursat
was a favoured region of the Khmer
Rouge because of its rice fields and
remote location. After the war it also
revealed the largest killing fields and
last stronghold of the Khmer Rouge.
A few weeks after arriving at the
labour camp, La and his father were
separated. His father was elderly and

1/8 Sovereign Drive
Hastings Vic 3915

.
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frail, of no use to the Khmer Rouge in
the fields. La’s father was forced to build
furniture for the village and La was sent
to live in the rice fields. La had not seen
his father for several months when a
friend came from the village; his father
had been executed.
‘I cannot tell you how they did it, I
do not want to ask. That night I tried to
jump out of a tree, to kill myself. I was
alone, my family all dead and I did not
want to live.’ La told me that he tried to
suicide many times, but failed because
he had no access to guns, knives or rope.
He finally resigned himself to a slow
death like those around him.
‘I saw many tortured in front of me,
and left to die. Or they fall over in the
field because they have no food, and
die.’ La explained that 50 per cent of
the prisoners died of malnutrition. They
were given a daily serving of rice gruel,
made from one can full of rice, boiled,
then shared among fifty prisoners.
They were killed on sight if caught
eating extra, but many desperate and
starving would dig for crabs, snatch
geckos off rocks and grab fruit from
the trees. Plastic bags, palm leaves and
rocks were used to torture another 30
per cent of prisoners to death and only a
lucky 10 per cent were shot – ‘they did
not waste bullets’.
Life in a Thai camp
Between 1976 and 1979 the Khmer
Rouge, in their madness, killed an
estimated 1.5 to 3 million Khmer; the
true numbers will never be known.
La was repatriated by UNHCR, the UN
Refugee Agency, in 1979 and moved to a
Thai border camp. He lived at this camp,
known as Site Two, for fourteen years
while a civil war raged in Cambodia.
The Khmer Rouge had been toppled by
Vietnam, but Democratic Kampuchea
was fighting against what it saw as
Vietnamese occupation.
La became political during his
early years at camp and assisted Thai
border soldiers in their fight against
Vietnamese troops. He was involved
in vigilante killings of the Vietnamese
mobs who terrorised Thai and Khmer
villagers. ‘I killed many, many men from
the mobs. They were bad men, but I got
involved with the violence.’ La explained
that his first wife, whom he married
in the camp, encouraged him to be a

violent man and seek revenge for his
people. They had a son and daughter
together and she continued to influence
him, until she left him for another
camp refugee. When his wife then fell
pregnant to this man, one of his fellow
gang members offered to kill her. That
was the moment when La realised his
life had to change, this was the mother
of his children, and violence was not the
answer to his suffering.
La found a new job at the camp that
suited his early dream of becoming
a doctor. He worked as a tutor at a
maternal and child clinic, educating
staff and mothers about malnutrition
and post-natal health. He also completed
a medical assistant course. There was
no formal medical training, but La
learnt pharmacology, anatomy, surgery
and anaesthetics; he became highly
regarded for his treatments for lung
diseases. During this time he performed
about ten appendectomies, using gas
as an anaesthetic and the most basic
of equipment. For La, not only was he
helping people, but he was realising his
life’s work.
Being a medical assistant enabled La
to provide for his family – he was paid
well, not with money but a weekly supply
of seven kilos of rice and twelve cans of
fish. Later still, La taught Muay Thai
boxing for the Thailand Government,
‘they paid me with more rice, so I had
a happy stomach.’
La met his second wife, Ly Phylla,
at the health clinic. ‘She was a good
friend, gentle person and her husband
was treating her badly. He caused her
to lose a lot of babies. I helped her get a
divorce.’ A few years later he realised
she was more than a friend, he loved
her. They married in 1985, ‘I think I will
stay with her until I die – she is so gentle
and make me very happy.’
Home at last
When Thailand decided to close the
refugee camps in 1993, the couple and
their three children – including one
daughter from Ly Phylla’s previous
abusive marriage – decided to return
to Cambodia. ‘We were offered Australia
and America, but my wife was scared
to start again.’
But start again they did. Upon
return to Phnom Penh they discovered

La’s family home was occupied by a
Vietnamese family. ‘It wasn’t my house
any more – this was very, very bad.’ La
got a job as a medical assistant in Phnom
Penh but the wages were very low, the
same as a farm labourer. La accepted
that his long-held ambition to become
a doctor was never going to eventuate.
Instead he settled for the career path
of many Khmer, that of a driver.
After three years on a motorcycle
he graduated to a car, driving for the
German Embassy.
Driving ensured a steady, but tiny
stream of income; the family dreamed
of saving enough money to move out
of their rental room, where their
children slept on the floor under their
parents’ bed. The couple received some
unexpected income, $200 each, when
they were asked to work for a week at
a voting centre – now they were well on
their way to buying some land. A friend
loaned them some money and La was
finally the proud owner of a block of
land – 10 metres x 10 metres. A house
followed, made by hand with bamboo
and wood. La was home at last.
Now, L a a nd Phyl la live in
Battambang, their children have all
grown up and grandchildren keep
them busy and content. Phylla teaches
cooking at a training restaurant and La
drives a tuk tuk. ‘I lost my first family
by the Khmer Rouge, but I have my own
family now. I was meant to live.’
Life in Battambang is peaceful and
safe for La and his family. They still
have their home in Phnom Penh, but
he doesn’t like living in the capital city.
‘It is too corrupt. Too much crime. The
government will kill you by gun if you
talk about them. Or they pretend it an
accident and get someone to rob and
kill you, or push you into the traffic. Dr
Kem Ley [a political commentator and
activist] died like this.’
‘Before, I love Cambodia and I fight
for Cambodia. Now, I love my family and
I keep my mouth shut – too dangerous.’
I was very mindful interviewing
La that writing about his political past
and current views may endanger him.
He urged me to write his truth, his
story and quote his words, ‘Please tell
Australia my story, what happened to
my people, and what is still happening.
Telling – can help it to stop.’
ʘ
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Hiking in Peru: 					
the trek continues

What does
happen to
your letters

Maddie Moore

Rod Nuske

T

he Balnarring Men’s Probus travelled
to Dandenong to look over the Australia Post facility and ask why do I get
letters with the stamps not cancelled, and
why do letters or parcels take three weeks
to turn up?
Well to be honest we never actually
found out the answer to these questions,
but were overwhelmed by the vastness
of the building which covers 16 hectares
and has 1000 employees across three
daily shifts. Letters both big and small,
from the metropolitan and most regional
areas, are processed there.
There are a number of huge machines.
One optically character reads the address,
converts this to a bar code that is sprayed
onto the envelopes, and cancels the stamp

(maybe). This process is done at 34,000
letters an hour. There is a further optical
character reader for large envelopes that
processes 360,000 envelopes a day.
Throughout the building there are
towers that lift and lower 3600 trays of
mail via an aerial conveyancing system,
to the appropriate machine. Should the
address not be deemed legible by the
optical character readers, then there is
a section that physically interprets the
address via photographic images fed to
operators at computer screens.
Finally the letters go to a sorting
machine that through a multiple run

process, organises the envelopes into
street and house number order for the
postal delivery person.
We followed our guide, armed with
a wireless receiver so as not to miss all
that he had to say; and there was quite
a lot to keep track of.
This day out was perhaps typical of
the trips that our Probus group engage
in, so if you feel that you may enjoy such
informative events in the company of
other members of the Balnarring Probus,
then a call to Roger James on 5983 2940.
Rodger can let you know how to join our
happy group.
ʘ
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Part two of a two-part travel story in which a chronic disease was a travel
companion. In Part one, Maddie, who is managing Type 1 diabetes, and her mother
arrived in Lima and travelled to Cusco, where they prepared to trek to Machu
Picchu. We join them on the trek.

T

hat first freezing night of the trek, we
each slept in a sleeping bag inside
another sleeping bag and still I was cold.
Insulin degrades below zero degrees
Celsius, so that night my medicine had to
become my bedfellow and I kept it inside
my sleeping bag so that my body heat
would keep it warm enough. Stupidly,
I didn’t think to add my blood glucose
meter to the guest list; the next morning
I had to stuff it down my sleeping bag
and sit on it because it was too cold to
operate.
Climbing that mountain was the
most amazing thing I’ve ever done.
We walked past glacial lakes and
snow-capped mountains level with,
and even above, the clouds that rolled
down the mountains around us in a
forest of grey mist. We were above
the tree line and the views were
spectacular with miles of valleys

and more mountains stretching out
below. Twice we sighted white and
black Andean condors f lying above
us, a good omen for our journey – our
guide told us – the largest flying bird
I’ve ever seen, with graceful great
wings stretching out across a span
of up to 310 centimetres.
We followed a stream up the
mountain side and walked on gravel
and soft dirt held together by moss
and small packs of grass. However,
with every step I was reminded how
high up we were, as if the sweeping
views and glaciers on my left weren’t
enough: I could hop up a few rocks
quite quickly without trouble, only
to be racked by a lack of air and keel
over huffing.
The next day we journeyed by bus
up to Machu Picchu, which was only
discovered by Westerners in 1911.

Despite the area being farmed by local
people, the ruin itself has remained
largely untouched though naturally
dilapidated by decay and overgrowth.
It was fascinating to wander through
ancient town streets, looking at
advanced temple infrastructure, all
the time surrounded by mountains
and rolling clouds that flowed down
the hillsides and swathed the peaks
around us.

Last stop
Our final destination was the Amazon
jungle. To get there, we flew to Puerto
Maldonado then took a one and a half
hour canoe ride up the Tambopata
River to our ecolodge. We spent
t wo nights at the ecolodge, with
no internet or phone service and
electricity only switched on from 5
pm to 10 pm and 6 am to 7am each
day, and then only in the main eating
area. Our thatched-roof huts were
supplied with candles and mosquito
netting. It was a magical experience;
I felt like I was, yet again, in another
world, where the technology, the noise
and the hustle and bustle of busy city
life was replaced with the sounds of
insects and animals in the jungle.
At breakfast, on our final day, my
sugar levels were high. This usually
causes me to become emotionally
unstable, often nervous and grumpy
(though I maintain sometimes I’m
just grumpy with Mum because she
deserves it!). That day, my insecurities
about having high blood sugar lead to
a panic attack. I thought all my insulin
had somehow degraded, despite my
efforts to look after it. I was in a
foreign country where I didn’t know
the language and, even though we
were going back to the main city that
day, I couldn’t comprehend how I was
going to get more insulin and be able
to keep control of my blood sugar.
Mum wasn’t worried at all: she
knew that I had carb-counted wrong
in the past few nights, that there
was sugar and other ingredients
that we were unaware of in what I
had eaten, and I simply hadn’t given
myself enough insulin to deal with it
properly. I couldn’t see this though,
and kept throwing away perfectly
good insulin pens, thinking they
weren’t working anymore.
>
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On the plane back to Lima my
sugar levels returned to normal and
I relaxed entirely. I could see through
the fog of my flustered mind that I had
simply made mistakes in my flexible
insulin treatment, that my insulin was
in perfect working order and there
was nothing to worry about.
That was the first time I felt so out
of control and vulnerable because of
my diabetes. I want to be independent
and unrestricted or unobstructed by
my condition, and I truly felt like I had
no control over my own body: that,
regardless of my efforts, I couldn’t fix
it. It was a very frightening experience
but one I’m glad I had because now,
when it happens, I can identify that
I’m probably overreacting as a result
of my high sugar levels. I can calm
myself and wait for my corrections
to take effect.
Mum’s suppor t dur ing t hose
few panicked hours was essential
in keeping me rela xed. No one
else around me understood t he
parameters of my diabetes like Mum,
or would have known how to help.
They wouldn’t know they had to check
my ketone levels – let alone how to
check them – or how to administer
insulin for me if I was unable. I wanted
to be so independent, but if I couldn’t
be, what happened then? If I were the
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only person who knew how to look
after myself, what would happen if
for some reason I couldn’t?
Our trip to Peru was a truly unique
experience – the most physically
challenging thing I’ve ever done –
and worth every second. The test of
this adventure had indeed challenged
us both. Although I was determined
to be independent and capable of
anything, despite having diabetes,
it was a surprise to me that an
essential part of my independence
required the help of someone else. I
can’t say I want to be reliant on other
people to keep me healthy and well,
but I realise now that, regardless of
who you are, what you do, and the
state of your own personal health,
everybody needs someone to keep
an eye on them – be that a doctor, a
family member or a friend. Everybody
needs to be supported by others to
maintain physical, emotional and
mental health, especially when they
don’t think they need help.
This trip was an adventure, a
challenge and a test . W hether I
passed or not, I know I’ll always have
a support system to calm me down
when I’m high and give me jellybeans
when I’m low, that is if Mum hasn’t
eaten them all first. 		
ʘ

Christmas:
it’s not for
everyone.
Barrington Plinth

I

t’s a funny sort of heading at this (supposed) time of peace and joy but for
some it’s more a time of woe and dread.
For those of us on the senior side of
life, Christmas means an interruption
to our precious daily routines; everything stops and otherwise normal people start going around wearing funny
red hats; decorations with fairy lights
are hung and songs are sung concerning being away in Tasmania and silent
nights. Some seniors have to struggle
with loneliness and this is only made
worse by all the visible public celebrating with jingles of bells and songs about
God resting merry gentlemen, (if only!)
Anyway, Mr. Plinth wants to relate a
little story about a lonely man and how
some very nice people understood. It
was one of those tours in the Flinders
Ranges where a number of tourists
are bundled into the back of a fourwheel-drive Toyota for an adventure
over the tracks around Arkaroola.
There were the Plinths, their friends,
three other couples and a man on his
own. It’s this man I want to reflect on.
He was probably in his high forties,
sandy hair, lightly freckled skin and a
sturdy build. Mrs. Plinth said later that
she thought the man quite handsome,
especially with his very blue, but sad,
eyes. As the ute bounced on the tracks
there were plenty of shouts and rowdy
banter between the passengers; one
passenger had a particularly loud
voice and she entertained her fellow
travelers with pithy comments and
loud cries. Through all this, the quiet
man smiled as he looked on but did
not join in.
The driver and guide was a clean
cut young man. He was wearing a
suitable khaki uniform with badges,
and as he spoke to us it was clear that
he had a useful knowledge and love of
the area. Presently, he pulled over into

a picnic spot by a rocky stream and
while his passengers walked around
clicking their cameras he produced
coffees and teas with fruit cake. From
this vantage point the tourists could
see, through the foreground of the
craggy slopes, the distant Lake Frome.
Time to press on and the guide tooted
the horn on the ute and did a headcount
of his passengers. They were one short!
“Here we go”, said the loud person,
“There’s always one”.
Without a word the guide hurried
off in the direction of the stream.
There were rocks and boulders in his
path but he strode athletically from
rock to rock. Looking ahead of his
purpose the figure of a man could be
seen. He was sitting on a large fallen
tree overlooking a shady pool. The
young man slowed his stride and
walked quietly to the man. He sat down
beside him and in a while he put his
arm around the man’s shoulders. There
they remained an in a little while and
then the young guide started back over
the rocks. There was great curiosity
and a sense of unease amongst the
travelers as their guide came up to
them.
“It’s OK”, he said, “There’s no hurry.
Andrew’s a little upset. His wife died
and the ranges were their favorite
spots for family holidays and he’s just
kind of trying himself out; retracing
their lives together”.
By now Andrew, the quiet man, was
approaching in the distance. Rather
than standing together staring, the
group broke up, cameras started
clicking again and there was a strong
feeling of kindness and empathy in
the air. The horn tooted and they all
climbed into the ute. Soon they were
on their way again, bumping over the
rutted tracks. The chatter was a little
muted but not unnaturally so. The
travelers now knew what they needed
to know and, no doubt, Andrew knew
that there was an understanding that
would free him to make his way with
his private thoughts.
So what’s this got to do with
Christmas? Well, there are many
Andrews and Andrias in the community
who, for one reason or another, will be
having a very difficult and emotional
time at Christmas. We mustn’t forget
them.
ʘ

Tough little
perennial
Penny Woodward
Thrift (Armeria maritima) was one of the
plants that I grew in my first garden and
I have loved it ever since. It is a delightful
tough little perennial that grows, in
spring and summer, as a small clump
of tufting, grassy leaves with white, pink
or red button flowers on slender stems.
Their ideal home is rocky, well-drained
ground near the coast (perfect for
Somers gardens). They grow beautifully
in cold and warm temperate regions but
are not much good in the sub-tropics and
certainly won’t survive in the tropics.
They also show no signs of self-seeding
so won’t grow into the coastal foreshore
or other bush areas.

Because thrift are somewhat retiring
plants, it’s good to grow several clumps
as a low border along a garden bed or
path, with 20cm in between, pop into
pockets of soil in a rockery, or grow
in small pots or window boxes. New
plants grown from seed, which have
been soaked in water overnight, or by
dividing an existing plant, should be
planted in autumn.
Also known as Ladies’ Cushion and
Sea Pink, thrift is a native to England and
was grown in in Tudor times, especially
in knot gardens and as edging for other
plants. In the language of flowers thrift
means sympathy, and their flowers
attract bees, butterflies and other
insects.
It’s not too late to plant now but make
sure you give thrift enough water to get
established before the summer heat
really takes over.
www.pennywoodward.com.au ʘ
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Father Christmas cruising
Peter Steele

K

eeping track of those of the world’s children that believe in Father
Christmas is a task for which the Christmas reindeer, with their network
of electronic information services, excel. They have never been known to fail
to deliver and, as experience has been gained and new monitoring systems
have evolved, the Christmas reindeer have basked in the confidence of their
capabilities that ‘all things are possible’. Even those kids on the move can be
tracked during Christmas Eve. Sometimes, however, the unexpected arises
and the stories that evolve of what happened or what ‘might’ have happened
are shared over the years and become part of the Father Christmas legend.
Take the case of Marina from Croatia.
Through the eyes of a five-year old
Leaning into the stern rail on the 13th
deck of the ship with her mother and
father either side of her, five-year old
Marina was largely oblivious to the
feast of roofs that, to her mind and with
her limited experience of life, seemed
to cover the whole world. The 117
islands in the lagoon that comprised
the city-state that was once the richest
in Europe and dominated Euro-Asian
trade for more than 300 years in
the Middle-Ages, was beyond her
understanding. This did not, however,

stop her father from describing the city,
the main historical buildings that could
be seen from the ship and the beauty
of the pastel blues that dominated the
winter sky that afternoon.
Marina was also oblivious to the ship
on which she was standing. Travelling
at a benign 4-5 knots/hour to minimize
the bow wave that is so destructive of
the foundations of the buildings that
bring more than three million visitors a
year, the ship dominated the landscape
– just on 300 metres long and nearly
100,000 tonnes gross – it would be

The beauty of a medieval port city in all its splendour- albeit a faded and gradually
declining grandeur as the lagoon takes back the city. The birthplace of Antonio
Vivaldi, and a language that gave the world ‘Ciao’, ‘Venezuela’, ‘lagoon’ and
‘gondola’. (Credit: Daily Mail.)
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home for the week to more than 3,500
people – passengers and crew. It was
larger than a city block and it dominated
the skyline as it edged its way along the
Canale della Giudecci. Marina watched
the multitude of vaporetti, taxi boats,
ferries and pleasure cruisers that
scurried back-and-forth around the
ship.
It was 23th December, and Marina
and her family had booked a week’s
cruise in the Adriatic Sea and further
south – a Christmas Cruise, no less.
Christmas had dominated the little
girl’s planning during the past few
weeks. Back home in Zagreb the
family typically celebrated the endof-year holiday with an exchange of
presents and the arrival of ‘Grandfather
Christmas’ on 6th December.

What’s in a name?
But you need an aside on this one to
appreciated the confused nature of
the impact of the socialist policies
of Eastern Europe that dominated
for more than 60 years – and longer
still in the defunct Soviet Union – and
the effort made by national planners
to disassociate the traditional ‘Ded
Moroz’ (the Santa-Claus equivalent)
with the internationally dominant
Coca-Cola derived image of the jolly
white-whiskered robust/weight
challenged (can’t call him ‘fat’ anymore)
red-suited Father Christmas character
that has captured commercial hearts
everywhere.
After the break-up of Yugoslavia
during the 1990s, the derivative ‘Djed
Bozicnjak’ was introduced as a means of
making a new beginning, but this was
before the tourist industries began to
dominate, and before the foreigners
moved in to snap up the real estate that
was a gift to Italian entrepreneurs and
retired couples from The Netherlands
alike. With them came western values
and domination by the mark, franc
and guilder which, after 2000, became
submerged into euro-land. Of course,
this affected Christmas festivities.

Shifting allegiances
Whilst Marina’s mother and father in
turn had grown up as kids to appreciate
the old messages promoted by the old
systems, they were ambitious enough to
encourage their daughter to appreciate

the wider opportunities available in the
outside world. The cruise was the result
of an unexpected end-of-year bonus
from the banking industry in which
father had invested his professional
life, and the couple had been quick to reposition Marina for ‘Father Christmas’
and the festivities of on-board life
during Christmas week.
This only served to confuse the little
girl further – for her earlier messages
that year had been to Djed Bozicnjak
in his traditional blue coat; and now
she was expected to wait another
three weeks for the visit from another
character, but this time wearing a red
coat. Fortunately, mother had been
able to cover these issues with familiar
routines about the need to change
clothes occasionally and this thing
about ‘every thing comes to those who
are patient – and good’.
Christmas is expensive – let’s ban it
Time for another aside on this one.
Freedom to manage your own affairs
as a nation state is one thing, but in
2008 the political managers of Croatia
took the unprecedented step of trying
to banish Christmas for that year as a
means of helping the national exchequer
to balance the budget. At first the Father
Christmas team at the North Pole was
astounded, then disbelieving and finally
sad and saw it as a throwback to the
bad old days of the early 20th century
in the Soviet Union. Fortunately, this
initiative was not a success.

Following Marina
Mother was also able to reassure
her little girl concerning her move
from Zagreb during Christmas week
– this thing about Father Christmas
being able to follow her movements
down the Croatian coast. And, on this
particular point she was spot on; the
reindeers had picked up the move.
Djed Bozicnjak typically enters the
house by the front door, and there is
none of this death-defying challenge
of entering houses down the chimney
that western kids expect (and tend to
agonize over in modern apartment
blocks). So, entry on to the ship should
not pose an issue – or so Marina
thought.
Tracking kids from the North Pole
Monitoring Centre is one thing – the

Hamster. Not Potter, but one very much like him. Hamsters are popular house pets.
They have poor eyesight and compensate by leaving a trail of scent to enable them
to track their own movements. (Credit: giantbomb.com.)
reality of delivering on Christmas Eve
quite another. Routines for entry into
modern buildings of all kinds came
within the training programmes for
would-be-Father Christmas trainees,
and all kinds of scenarios are explored.
This included cruise ships. But,
notwithstanding the size of modern
ships and their galaxy of electric
lighting, they are not always easy to
spot from an altitude of 5,000 metres
or more. Fortunately, all modern
sleighs are fitted with GPS equipment.
In her letter to Djed Bozicnjak,
Marina had asked for a ‘Winnie-thePooh’ bear. She had recently seen the
Disney film, and her grandma had
earlier bought her an omnibus edition
of the original four books that Dad had
read to her each evening - and re-read,
and re-read such that she had virtually
learned the stories off by heart (and
would laugh with pleasure before her
Dad reached the funny part – like
when Piglet was a kite). Marina was
desperate for a ‘Winnie-the-Pooh’ bear.
But then her parents knew this for they
had written her Christmas letter for
her, although she had signed it.
Tucked into their luggage was a
small foldable Christmas tree (plastic,
unfortunately, and Made in China) but
the ship had a real tree in the Tiger
Lounge, and surrounded it with gaily
wrapped gifts – one for each of all the
kids on board.

Covering the Balkans
Father Christmas #357 had just cleared
Trieste and was on route south for
Dubrovnic for early Christmas Eve,
with another 193,000 homes to visit
during the next nine hours. There were
fewer demands in Bosnia Herzegovina,
but Slovenia, Croatia and down into
Montenegro covered many stops and
sometimes in demanding mountainous
country with deep valleys and wind
shear that could tax the best of the
reindeer teams. Plus, the ships in
the Eastern Adriatic that had to be
serviced. It was, however, in the little
town of Zaton north of Split that the
first inkling of the story that was to
become the Father Christmas legend
began.
Say ‘hello’ to Potter
Just on one-year old and just about
the friendliest hamster that you
have ever seen, Potter belonged to a
10-year old kid named Andrea. (His
family watched Italian television each
evening and had liked the name.) Tame
and amiable, Potter was over-fed and
over-loved, and had never-ever bitten
anyone. Turning over on his back and
showing his teeth may be aggressive
with some hamsters, but with Potter it
was an invitation to have his stomach
tickled.
Like his wild ancestors in Syria
more than 70-years back he remained
27
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largely nocturnal, and Andrea would
release him from his cage in the late
afternoon after school, and race Potter
around on the floor with his small push
cars. By early evening the rodent was
back in his cage for the night. Or was
he? Sometimes the catch on the door to
the cage was not latched properly, and
sometimes Potter would use his teeth
and front paws like a safe-robber with
a bunch of skeleton keys. A wire catch
may fool a budgerigar, but it’s no match
for a hamster.
Potter would worry away at the catch
until it sprang and, hanging face down
from the front of the cage, drop the 5-6
centimetres to the table top. From there
it was a swinging drop down the table
cloth to the chair and then the floor. The
floor was a jungle of interesting things
to sniff and sometimes to eat.
Enter Father Christmas
Stopping briefly (yes, really briefly) at
Andrea’s house, Father Christmas #357
took off his top coat for the short time
that it took to read the note left for him,
eat the carrots (that were scheduled for
the reindeer) and sip the glass of milk.
His coat slipped off the chair and on to
the floor, and caught Potter at his most

A Father Christmas trainee
undergoing basic training on board
a mock-up cruise ship mid-northern
summer. (Credit: Royal Museums
Greenwich.)
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inquisitive. He ran up the sleeve and, as
the coat was humped back over the body
of its owner, he fell into a deep inside
pocket and found himself in hamster’s
heaven – warm, furry, dark and with
the remains of some half-eaten egg and
tomato sandwiches and a bag of nuts
on-hand. Within five minutes he had
stuffed his cheek pouches to bursting,
curled into a ball and was fast-asleep;
the speed of the night-sky around him
notwithstanding.
Potter escapes
The ship was where the North Pole
Monitoring Centre had expected it to be
– 60 nautical miles north of Dubrovnic
- and the sleigh spiralled down and
positioned itself halfway along the
port side next to the line of lifeboats.
Activating appearance mode software,
the sleigh and its team looked just like
the other lifeboats – but without any
means of support 10 metres off the ship
– but then it was unlikely that anyone
would be out-and-about at that time of
the morning – and those that were, were
typically enjoying a drink or two.
There were 174 kids to find in 126
different cabins – typically sleeping
on the pull-out settee/bed. Kids travel

free-of-charge. Plastic key entry was a
cinch, and Father Christmas #357, with
his red-suit changed to look like that
of one of the Assistant Pursers, was
in-and-out of the cabins before you
could say ‘Potter’ – following the cabin
list downloaded by his controllers. He
worked fast. He tripped over the door
jamb, fell into the cabin where Marina
and her parents were sleeping, and went
sprawling across the floor scattering
presents everywhere.
Raised from his sleep by the
urgency of the tumble, Potter did a
‘runner’ – snuggled out of the inside
pocket, dropped to the floor as Father
Christmas #357 stood up, and raced
under the main bed. Father Christmas
recovered, left his gift and was gone
in a flash. Of course, the sleepers had
heard nothing.
Twenty minutes later, Potter’s
whiskers had stopped twitching with
anxiety; he had pushed a couple of nuts
from out of his pouches and eaten them,
groomed himself and he was ready to
explore his new surroundings. The cabin
was small and strange. Twice round the
room during the next half hour and it
was time to sleep again. He could not
get into the bathroom. He found a shoe

There have always been people who like cruises - taking the hotel with you
as-it-were. The North Pole Christmas Team has long been able to monitor the
whereabouts of deserving kids on board ships. (Aircraft, however, are a different
matter.)

under the bed, curled up in it with nose
in stomach and dropped off.

Potter finds a new owner
Shrieks of delight woke Marina’s
parents early on Christmas Morning.
There, below the little silver Christmas
tree lodged on the dresser, was a
Winnie-the-Pooh bear. Mother, father
and Marina were delighted, and the little
girl with bear in hand dived into bed
with her parents and snuggled down in
between them grinning from ear to ear.
But it was as she was getting ready
for breakfast that her delight turned
to wonderment, for just as she was
about to put on her second shoe (they
had Velcro tabs – so even a five-year old
could mange them), out popped a golden
nose with whiskers twitching. Potter
snuffled the hand before the little girl
drew back. This was something new for
both girl and hamster. Dad had gone on
deck for a swim, and Mum was still in the
bathroom. What to do? Was it real? Was
it a friend of Winnie the Pooh, although
Marina couldn’t associate it with Piglet,
Tigger or Kanga – or any of her favourite
characters in the Hundred Acre Wood?
The little girl wasn’t sure what to do.
End of story
Marina kept Potter hidden in her
pocket and in the bottom draw of the
dresser during the rest of the week;
and eventually took him home with
her. Andrea searched the house for a
week, setting food traps each night, but
failed to find his hamster. Mum bought
him another one the following week. He
called him ‘Harry’ (although they were
not sure if it was a girl or boy hamster).
The reindeer monitoring team
following the Father Christmas teams
around the world had picked up the
additional heart-beat on Team #357 for
the hour or so that Potter had stowed
away, but could not figure it out. When
it stopped, the issue was shelved for
the night. A month later the M&E team
followed up the enquiry and found DNA
traces of Mesocricetus auratus in the
pocket of the Father Christmas jacket.
They could confirm the stowaway,
checked out where and with whom it
had stopped – Marina – but failed to
find out from where it had come. It was
the first recorded Christmas stowaway
in modern times.
		
ʘ

Unicorns
Isla, aged 10

Galloping through the breezy winds, a beauty to all
who look upon comes forth as the mythical animal the
unicorn. Stunned with amazement, your eyes carefully
tracing the extraordinary sight, the voices in your head
calling you to climb onto the unicorn’s back.
As you reach out to pull yourself upwards you feel the
soft soothing skin of the unicorn under your palm, when
you rotate you find yourself upright on the unicorn’s
back. Before you know it you are off, the sound of hooves
solidly hitting the ground and the feel of cold icy wind
hitting your face. Suddenly your jaw drops and you leap
off the unicorn’s back and find your face buried in fairy
floss piles. As you sprint around you keep finding more
and more candy, when you slow down you come towards
a dark rich brown chocolate lake. The temptation
building up inside you as you leap right into the lake
and immediately rise to the surface, and as you slowly
emerge from the lake you find that the unicorn awaits
you. You jump on the unicorn’s back and ride into the
glorious sunset smelling the sweetness of freedom.

.
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The last time
I saw Paris
… was back in 2008 well before the
devastating atrocities of 2015, including
the Charlie Hebdo and Bataclan
massacres, which have cast a pall over
this most civilised of cities.
My association with France began in
1970 when I was seconded, by my then
employer the British Steel Corporation,
to work a lengthy spell in the secretariat
of the European steel industry, based in
Paris. This gave me the opportunity to
learn and understand the complexities of
French society and economy, and develop
a reasonable command of the language.
Twenty-five years later, when working
for the Australian Government, after
more than seven years in the hardship
environments of China and Russia, I
was in a reasonably strong negotiating
position and jumped at the chance of
returning to the French capital for what
would prove to be my fourth and final
posting as a Trade Commissioner.
My wife and I arrived in Paris in
mid-1997. I thought that I would give my
rusty French language a good workout
on the journey from Charles de Gaulle
airport into the city. We were met at the
airport by a very dapper driver, Max, who
was most polite if somewhat taciturn. I
babbled away in French for the entire trip.
On arrival at the Australian Embassy I
thanked Max profusely, whereupon he
responded in immaculate English, ‘don’t
mention it and by the way I am from Sri
Lanka and don’t speak French.’
The Australian Embassy in Paris is a
striking edifice in a prime location close
to the Eiffel Tower and overlooking the
River Seine. The site was acquired by
the Australian Government in the early
1970s. Little known is the fact that it
is adjacent to the notorious Vel d’Hiver
railway terminal from where tens of
thousands of Jews, gypsies and others
began their one-way journey to the death
camps in World War II Germany. Today,
only a poignant plaque marks the site of
a very dark chapter in French history.
The Australian Embassy chancery
and apartment complex were designed
by the renowned architect, Harry
Seidler, and completed in the mid-1970s.

.
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While Seidler undoubtedly created an
architectural masterpiece, his arrogance
was legendary, and even after the project
was completed, he continued to wield
considerable influence and control which
hardly endeared him to the occupants.
He insisted on the placement of all
furniture (even including the ashtrays
when such items still formed part of
households) and woe betide anyone
who dared to move his desk or chairs.
Legend has it that this led to a number of
less than diplomatic incidents between
architect and ambassador!
In our case, our lounge room was
dominated by a massive granite coffee

table which has proven impossible
to move before or since. It was
affectionately known as the ‘tomb of the
unknown Trade Commissioner’. Can it
be coincidence that when viewed from
the top of the Eiffel Tower, the complex
is seen in the shape of an ‘S’ – for Seidler?
While the Embassy provided an
impressive and comfortable working
environment, the requirement to live
in the same complex had its drawbacks.
After all Paris is probably the last
city in the world where Australian
representatives need, or want, to live
in a compound. My journey to work
comprised a descent in a lift to the
underground carpark, and another
lift up to my office. While I could see
the delights of Paris from my window,
there were many days when I had no
opportunity to venture into the city
outside.
On a professional level, there were
also issues to address. Relations
between Australia and France were still
on the frosty side in the aftermath of the
nuclear tests in the Pacific, and French
attitudes to commercial prospects were
luke-warm to say the least. Furthermore,
it was not an easy task to encourage
Australian exporters to venture into the
French market. Many of them preferred
to go on to London where they could
speak English, watch the cricket and
drink beer – even if warm!

Roger is seen waiting in line with the staff during the Queen’s visit in 1998. He
recalls that Her Majesty tripped on an edge of the carpet, and his immediate
thought was, “I wonder what the Protocol is regarding not being able to place your
hands on the Royal personage (unlike our own Paul Keating) and yet stop her from
falling to the floor?”.

In spite of the drawbacks, my wife
and I thoroughly enjoyed the experience
of living and working in France. On every
possible occasion we would escape the
capital and tour the length and breadth
of this remarkable country. We would
occasionally stay at chateaux such
as Reignac-sur-l’Indre (remarkably
inexpensive) and sample the delights
of regional cuisine. It was President
Charles de Gaulle who complained that
it was impossible to govern a country
with 365 varieties of cheese. After a
memorable dinner at a restaurant in
Grenoble, the cheeseboard (actually a
full size table) arrived with at least 200
of them on offer.
One area of France where Australia
is held in very high regard is the Somme.
The village of Villers-Bretonneux, which
was liberated by Diggers in 1916, has
named all of its streets after Australian
cities and a plaque at the local school
reads ‘N’oublions jamais l’Australie’
– ‘never let us forget Australia’. A
pilgrimage to this area is still undertaken
by Embassy staff each Anzac Day.
One memorable day for me was
Bastille Day 1999. We had developed
a close business relationship with a
senior official at the French railway
organisation SNCF, who told a small
group of us to assemble at the front of a
particular TGV (high speed train) at Gare
Montparnasse just before 9:00 am. A

signal from the driver with two minutes
to go saw us admitted to his cab. Fifty
minutes later we were in Tours, having
covered 220 km. Quite an experience!
The fact that we had managed to do the
same for our Minister for Trade and
Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer (a
well-known train buff) did us no harm
in our future relations with his office.
Unusually, cricket once again played
a part in our leisure activities as it had
in China and Russia. Each summer we
would play a match in Arras against
a team from the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission. These were always
amicable, if competitive affairs, and I
only discovered later that my great uncle,
who was killed on the Somme in 1916,
was actually buried on the other side of
the long-on boundary.
We finally departed Paris in
December 1999, which marked the end
of my career as a Trade Commissioner.
One of my former colleagues remarked
that: ‘if you stay in this game, it will be
the difficult postings which you will
remember’. We had four long-term
postings and for different reasons
remember them all.

Roger James

This is the final in a series of occasional
articles about overseas life as an
Australian Trade Commissioner ʘ

Anzac Day at Bullecourt in 1998, during a ceremony at Australia Memorial Park,
where a bronze statue called, ‘The Bullecourt Digger’ had been erected in 1993.
In the push on the Hindenburg Line in 1917, Australia suffered 10,000 killed or
wounded soldiers.

Tawny
frogmouth
Del Skinner

When I wake
in the dark hours
the solemn call of
Tawny frogmouth
comforts me

The rhythmic hum forms
the lullaby of the night
I drift back to sleep
listening
to the familiar call

For twelve years Tawny
has called from her roost
Hidden
Nested with chicks huddled
in a fork of the large gum
Then

Machines roar and hack into her home
Strewn limbs litter the ground
She alights that night
on a thin branch nearby
Staring at the empty space
For two more nights
I hear her distant mournful cry
I don’t know where she finally
Took solace
But I miss her 			

ʘ
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Open day at the fire station

Always a spectacular moment when a demonstration of
burning off excess LPG that may be necessary after a car
accident or an incident with bottled LPG.

Now here is something special as CFA mascot, ‘Captain Koala’
bends down low to greet this family and friends. Somers Captain
John Rogasch is also keeping an eye on proceedings.

The Post

... has been looking quite festive in the last little while.
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